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 From 01 April 2015 to 31 March 2016 we supported 96 families (which included 225   

children) across West Lothian by way of a Befriending Volunteer offering support and      

friendship through weekly home-visiting. 

 Funding from The Gannochy Trust, Foundation Scotland and The Cattanach Trust allowed 

us to extend our Administration base to meet the needs of the organisation. 

 Continued funding from The Robertson Trust allowed us to retain our full-time Family  

Support Co-ordinator: A further commitment from R S Macdonald Trust also supported this 

project. 

 60 families (including 58 children) attended our established Family Support Groups in 

Blackburn, Craigshill, Broxburn and Deans with a new group established at Forestbank,      

Livingston. 

 The Project is well utilised and demand for the service is consistent. Currently we have a 

Waiting List of 30 families. 

 We delivered 42 Hampers to Home-Start families at Christmas courtesy of Stoddart’s of 

Broxburn, Food Options UK Ltd and Livingston Rotary Club. 

 We successfully sourced additional funding over and above our core funding from the Big 

Lottery and West Lothian Council to offer the support group structure, sessional outings,    

annual passes for The Hive Soft Play and Almond Valley Heritage Centre. 

 37 families have positively ended their relationship with Home-Start West Lothian. 

 Currently we have 57 volunteers.  We provided 3 Preparation Courses in the time-line and 

successfully recruited 19  volunteers from them. 

 We sourced funding to hold our third Volunteer Recognition Ceremony with support from 

Livingston Football Club. 

 Accreditation was offered throughout the time-line and 13 volunteers successfully 

achieved 5 Credits towards a Level 5 in Social Care through West Lothian College 

 Volunteers utilised our ongoing training calendar and tapped into training from Lothian 

Autistic Society, The Advice Shop, and Sure Start. 
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 Chair’s Final Report 
This is the last report that I will be contributing as Chair of Home-Start West Lothian. By the 

time of its publication I will have stepped down from my role and handed over to Louise who 

will absolutely take the organisation forward through the next years of its evolution. 

Having been Chair for the last financial year, it is important for me to recognise how far the 

organisation has journeyed over the last 5 or so years. Almost disappearing at the start of the 

financial crisis of 4 or so years ago, Home-Start West Lothian  strengthened its direction and 

delivery to more clearly satisfy the needs of the major funders. This allowed us to grow in 

strength and purpose, growing also in size from 3 employees at that point to now employing, 

directly, 8 fabulous people who have delivered more and more each year, making a difference 

to a significant, ever growing, number of vulnerable parents and families in our local area. 

I must also mention our Trustees. There has been a great deal of Trustee movement, in and 

out, and each Trustee has contributed greatly to the running and governance of what is,       

actually a business, although a charitable one in its aims and objectives. Be of no doubt as a 

parting piece of advice from me that if we had not adopted a business approach over the last 

5 years then we would not have achieved so much, including moving into bigger, much more 

suitable premises. It is unfair to single  out any Trustee – so I won’t! Suffice it to say that the       

variance of knowledge and experience, coupled with an absolute passion for Home-Start West 

Lothian sets this particular group of people apart. I have had 40 plus years working in large 

organisations and also small subsets and to say these great folks could bring their expertise 

anywhere and be successful is an understatement. Home-Start West Lothian is fortunate      

indeed to have them and I am intensely grateful for their support and proud to have worked 

with each and every one of them. 

Our volunteers are the lifeblood of our service and we are blessed with the number and quality 

of ours. The recognition event, set up a few years ago, allows us to say thanks but my thanks 

are there every day of every week, of every month, of every year for the work, often unsung, 

that they do. I am as proud of them as they should be of themselves. 

You will have noticed I have mentioned no names in this report, other than the new Chair, as I 

think that is correct as it is a team effort. However one name I must mention as a parting   

comment is that of Paula Huddart. Paula has been the most supportive person for us at the 

Board, but more importantly with the Council. Despite a very busy and very successful day job 

she always takes the time to guide and support. Thank you Paula. 

So, that’s it then from me. I have enjoyed immensely working with each and every member of 

the ‘team’ and proud of the small part I have played in making Home-Start West Lothian     

successful and sustainable, sometimes against the flow of opinion. Due to personal             

circumstances I also will not be playing any further part in Home-Start West Lothian but hope 

when people look back on my tenure they will do so objectively remembering where we were 

heading and where we are now which could not have happened without the fabulous Staff, 

Trustees, Volunteers and support we have. I am extremely confident that Louise with that    

support will drive the next ‘leap’ and I wish each and every one of you reading this report all 

the very best for the present and the future. 

Thank you all. 

Bill Keddie  

Resigning Chair 

  

Bill presenting certificates with Carol-Anne at our Volunteer Recognition Ceremony  2016 
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Treasurer’s Report 
Unbelievably it’s now my 4

th

 year as Treasurer – times passes so quickly when working with such a 

great team.  In presenting this year’s Treasurer‘s Report, I would like to give my personal thanks to 

Gillian and Shelley for the administration and great attention to detail in maintaining our financial   

records.  We are embracing technology and online banking transactions are now driving the future of 

our external finance operations.  As you can see from our Annual Financial results, Home-Start West 

Lothian continues to operate strongly in an arduous fiscal environment.  Demand for service has 

grown and the complexities of families have changed – we continually look at streamlining our       

processes to ensure maximum efficiency. As a great example, we sincerely thank Vincent Moore from 

Simple Digital for helping us optimise the set-up and costs for our printing and photocopying.   

 

As well as working with our key funding partners we have been working hard at securing wider      

support and it is great to see that materialise in to direct help for our families.  The success of our  

organisation comes from the dedication towards our outcomes shown by all of our fantastic           

Volunteers, Staff and Board members.  Our new premises, which staff from Cadence volunteered their 

time to decorate, and  Phoenix Decorating Service Ltd covering the cost of the paint, has allowed 

many fundraising and events throughout the last year, including the Volunteer Fundraising Team 

holding a Clairvoyant night.  Over 60 families attended our groups last year (from just two parents in 

2012) and our annual Volunteer Recognition Ceremony was supported by Livingston Football Club, 

with Volunteer Lesley Robertson through employer-giving and James Fordyce running a half-marathon 

to raise money for it. 

 

As always, the support of our key funding partners West Lothian Council and the Big Lottery make all 

of this possible.  Thank you.   However, it is the combination of all of our supporters of all sizes that 

enables us to provide help to our families each year. This year we have been supported by Lloyds TSB 

Foundation for Scotland, BBC Children in Need, Edinburgh & Lothian’s Health Foundation, Souter   

Charitable Trust, The Robertson Trust, Early Years Early Intervention Fund, R S Macdonald Charitable 

Trust, Maple Charitable Trust, Health Improvement Team, Bank of Scotland Foundation, Comic Relief, 

Garfield Weston, Gannochy Trust and the Cattanach Trust - as well as other individual fundraising and  

donations.  In addition, we were all truly moved by the actions of one young boy who gifted his   

Christmas presents to support others.  Our families also benefitted from gifts in kind from Christmas    

Hampers - supported by Stoddart's of Broxburn; Food Options and Bestways providing food            

donations, and by BT and Livingston Round Table.  The Christmas Party was funded by Radio Forth 

Cash for Kids.   Thank you all. 

 

Looking to the future (got some tips from the Clairvoyant Night!!) we have kicked off a Social          

Enterprise study and hopefully based on the success of our one week trial of a thrift shop in Bathgate, 

we are intending to build a sustainable future of funding for Home-Start West Lothian with              

employability opportunities at its core.  In all, the funding we received allowed us to support more 

families and bring on more volunteers.  All of our major expenses were in line with expectations and 

we anticipate more family activities in the coming year.  

 

Additional thanks must go to our accountant Brian Maloney and his team, for his examination and 

production of our end of year accounts. Our accounts are available with a copy of this Annual Report 

and I look forward to seeing you all at our Annual General Meeting. 

 

Tom Mitchell  

Treasurer  

Tom and Bill at our Volunteer Recognition Ceremony 2016 
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Introduction from our new Chair 

My name is Louise Taylor I was born and brought up in Broxburn and attended       

Broxburn Academy. 

I am a miner’s daughter and the eldest of seven.  I have two sons and four grandsons.  

I worked with West Lothian Council and over 27 years I had various management roles 

with older people services. 

After retiring, I was looking for an activity I could be involved in. I answered an advert 

for Home-Start West Lothian and I applied. I was accepted; did the training and became 

a volunteer.  I have supported four families.  I was accepted on to the Board of       

Trustees and have served as a Board member. 

I am looking forward to carrying on the role of Chairperson and to continue to promote 

Home-Start West Lothian. 

 

Louise Taylor 

Chair 

Louise looking pretty at our Volunteer 

Recognition Ceremony 2016 

Our Thrift Shop—February 2016 

We rented the Home-Aid West Lothian’s Community Thrift 

Shop for a week in February.  It was a fantastic, insightful,             

experience with lots of work, fun and lessons learnt.  We 

raised £1495 which was AMAZING!! 

Our thanks go to the following: 

* our volunteers who helped in the shop—Louise, Diane, 

Nyree, Jackie C, Ruairidh and Jessica 

* Home-Aid West Lothian for the use of their shop 

* Billy at Dial-A-Van for helping with the movement of all 

the stock 

* Debbie from All Together Edinburgh for her support, 

guidance, and rails!  
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Family Quotes 
“He is a good role model and male figure in her life.” 

“More confident meeting people.  They love seeing our volunteer.” 

“My daughter loves our volunteer, she knows her name and asks for her. She is far more  

comfortable trying new things.”  
“I am making new friends and enjoying being out with kids alone.” 

“I interact with the boys better and have finally got eye contact with one of the triplets who I 

was having difficulty with.” 

“Asked me the right questions, made me realise I can manage on my own.” 

“Volunteer has done it and I can do it too.” 

“It is just nice having someone to talk to.” 

“I just needed someone to talk to and she listens and understands which really helps.” 

“I am able to make phone calls and things now whereas before I wouldn’t have felt able to do 

that. “ 

“My volunteer helped so much as I felt I could trust her.” 

“Made friends through the family support group.” 

“I’m more confident to approach people in my area to get to know them.” 

“When I am out with my volunteer, I fell less anxious.” 

“I can get out and about better now and I’m not so nervous going out alone.” 

“Can release my worries and get good advice from Co-ordinator who also offers emergency 

support when really needed it.” 

“Throughout my period of depression and anxiety the support has helped me cope with more 

stress.” 

“Had loads of friends but still felt isolated but not now with my volunteer.” 

“Know that if I reach out someone will be there – volunteer will do new things with me.” 

“I have now started back to work and am fine talking with new people.” 

“I can now have the confidence to go out on my own with the boys albeit at quiet times but it 

is a start.” 

“I get out and about more and I make the effort to do things with the kids.” 

“She helped look after the children after my operation to give me time to recover.” 

“I am more confident standing up for myself and my children.” 

“I have dealt with hospital and doctors alone, I couldn’t have done that before.” 

“My volunteer had an amazing, positive energy that was so infectious and its helped me to 

get motivated to do things with my daughter.” 

“I am dealing with my debt head-on and although I need support sometimes I deal with emails 

and correspondence on my own.” 

“He’s been great!  I will be gutted when my time is up!” 

“I can’t thank them enough.  I would not change anything.  My volunteer has been perfect.” 

“Not much I would change – give something back when I feel strong enough.” 

“The service is brilliant, you were a huge help!” 

“Support wouldn’t end!! (Only joking – you guys are amazing. Thank you)” 

 

 

All quotes were taken from our Family Annual Evaluations 2016 
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Manager’s Report 
It’s been an amazing year!  

Fun times, sad times, challenging times, inspiring times - all at the same time! 

Well Cameron House hasn’t let us down.  It’s been a great year in our not-so-new home   The 

team feel more settled and Families and Volunteers are using the building for meetings, and 

the odd get-together – which was the main aim of course.   Hopefully in the coming year we 

will develop into more of a ‘hub’ for families to tap into for support.  

We said goodbye to a few Families over the year: 37 Families moved on positively. We’re     

super proud of our families for overcoming the obstacles they were dealing with, and for 

some, they were very challenging obstacles indeed. 

Our super-amazing Volunteers have excelled themselves again supporting us in so many 

ways, from the home-visiting role, to fundraising, raising awareness, helping at events and in 

the support groups….. reacting to situations that arise that require immediate action i.e. a 

family in crisis or short-term targeted support for a new family.   It is always sad when       

Volunteers leave and it was difficult to say goodbye to a number of Volunteers who had been 

supporting families for many years.  We will never forget your commitment, enthusiasm and 

dedication to our families. From the Trustees and Team a huge thank you from the bottom of 

our very big Home-Start hearts. 

I’m super proud of the Team, which has grown a wee bit!   We now have The A-Team (aptly 

named by themselves) consisting of Gillian, Jessica and Cheryl who keep all the cogs in the 

Home-Start wheel turning.   Carol-Anne and  Lisa between them have supported Volunteers in 

supporting nearly 100 families in the past year, and Lesley and Emily have welcomed 60    

families to the Group setting. WOW!.   

Through funding from the Investing in Ideas programme from the Big Lottery we were able to 

carry out a feasibility study in to the viability of setting up a Charity Shop….watch this space 

as they say.    

The Board of Trustees has had a very challenging year in terms of strategic planning:  the      

organisation is going through a period of transition. Firstly, after nearly six years at the helm 

Bill, our Chair, is stepping down to take on an adventure or two as he departs for other 

shores…..we wish him the absolute best.  The organisation is almost unrecognisable from the 

one I knew when I joined in 2011 – he has been unyielding in his commitment to Home-Start 

of course. We now welcome Louise Taylor, as a long-standing Volunteer and then Trustee, to 

the position of Chair.  Much good work has already taken place and we look forward to    

working together with confidence. Secondly, as you well know the economic climate has been 

turbulent to say the least: the team has been frugal, we’ve streamlined were we can without 

reducing our services – I’m so proud of what has been achieved – but we need to look to the 

future with consideration to resources whilst looking at different avenues of income           

generation too. Lots to do.  

With always an eye on resources and demand for the service we have tightened procedures,       

focussing on being paper-light, changing over to a BACS system for our finances… and team 

members have taken on additional new roles from submitting funding applications, to        

attending meetings with new groups, to even making the sandwiches to cut down costs!  I 

throw a lot at the team at times (they will agree I know!) but they have never let me down.  Go 

Team HSWL! 

We continue to work in partnership with other agencies and the Health Improvement Team, in 

particular Martin Oliver, The Advice Shop (Caroline Doyle), Capability Scotland, Disability West 

Lothian, Signpost, Sure Start, Home Energy Scotland, ROSPA, have been so helpful. Thanks 

guys!  
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Funding is always an issue but it heartening to see so many Trusts and Agencies happy to 

give feedback on the quality of our applications, and to offer guidance and support, and to 

also offer a training programme to staff at no cost to ourselves.  Thanks to R S Macdonald 

Charitable Trust and The Robertson Trust for supporting us with our training needs. 

Thanks to Sharon Houston and Paula Huddart (West Lothian Council) , Jonathan Mendoza and 

Caroleann MacLellan (Big Lottery) for their continued support and encouragement.   

It was lovely to host the Big Lottery last November when Rona Alexander, Head of Funding, 

visited - (on the left here) to be fair I think Rona enjoyed it more than anyone else – she loved 

playing with the children  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Again, and I can’t quite believe it, but we were still able to gift Home-Start families a      

Christmas Hamper all courtesy of the amazing team at Stoddart’s of Broxburn, Food Options 

Limited, Rotary Club Livingston and our Volunteers. 

 

We were thrilled to secure our second ‘Investing in 

Volunteers’ standard from Volunteer Scotland    

presented to us by Jean Cuthbert (Assessor), in the 

middle here, and Shelagh Young, Home-Start     

Scotland (on the left). 

 

 

I couldn’t finish my report without sharing my favourite photos from 

the past year. On the right, Gillian, our  Administrator, giving it her all 

and then some at the Volunteer Recognition Ceremony (which pretty 

much sums up our team as a whole!) and a photo from our Open Day: 

the children loved our visitors from West Calder Zoo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shelley Bowman 

Manager 
Shelley showing off her Singing ‘talents’ 

Volunteer Recognition Ceremony 2016 
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Well it’s been a busy time in the Home-Start West Lothian world of training!  We have had a wide variety 

of subjects delivered and lots of partnership working with other agencies which has been fantastic!  We 

have had visits from the Lothian Autistic Society, The Advice Shop, Sure Start came in to give us a taster 

session on Incredible Years as well as our on-going Child Protection Training Sessions that we do annu-

ally.  In total 37 volunteers attended our on-going training session which is fantastic – thank you to eve-

ryone who took the time to come along and participate 

 

Altogether we have recruited and trained 19 new volunteers and 13 of these volunteers are now         

accredited making a total of 25 Qualified Volunteer Befrienders and another 8 are currently going 

through the accreditation process.  I would like to take this opportunity to say a HUGE THANK YOU to 

everyone who has undertaken the accreditation: for the hard work that you have put into your            

assignments — I know how daunting it has been for some of you but you have risen to the challenge 

and your essays were an absolute joy to read.  This was echoed by Diane Mitchell from West Lothian   

College who wrote as part of her verification “Consistent high standard of work provided with clear 

feedback to candidates on what the unit requirements are.  Well done on another excellent        

example of good practice”  

However, it’s not all work and no play as we like to have some fun too and have now started a new     

tradition at the end of each Preparation Course where we celebrate with a themed evening and so far we 

have enjoyed a Tapas Night, a Quiz Night and a Mexican Night (thanks Chiquitos!)!  They have all been 

great fun with lots of laughs and it’s a great way for new volunteers to meet the Board of Trustees, Staff 

and existing Volunteers! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Volunteer Training 

Mexican Mayhem!! 

Tasty Tapas 
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And of course, we can’t talk about having fun with the Volunteers without mentioning our Annual        

Volunteer Recognition Ceremony!! We had another fantastic night at Livingston Football Club who were 

fantastic hosts but obviously the highlight of the night was the staff team’s dance routine to ‘Do You 

Love Me?’ from the Dirty Dancing movie!  I think that image will be imprinted in the minds of everyone 

who witnessed it for some time  

  

Our Volunteer Recognition Ceremony was a show stopper with the HSWL Dancing Queens!  

Congratulations to Jessica on successfully completing 500 volunteering hours through The Saltire Awards.  

I have organised further training for the coming months.  Police Scotland will be coming in to train us in      

Personal Safety and I am constantly updating our Child Protection training for both Trustees and home 

visiting volunteers which changes regularly.  As if this wasn’t enough fun, I’ve also been going along to 

the Family Groups to catch up with some of my families there which is lovely to see them in a relaxed  

atmosphere having fun with the children. 

 

This has been a particularly busy time for us all in Home-Start West Lothian and I am continuing to      

develop the on-going training which is so useful and informative for our volunteers.  Referrals are       

constant which shows just how much this service is needed and valued by families and by referrers. I 

know we say it every time, but there’s a reason for that and so I’m  going to do it again and say that   

without our Volunteers we simply would not exist and therefore I would just like to say a massive thank 

you to all of our Volunteers for everything you do for us from supporting the families, to raising       

awareness, helping with fundraising, supporting the staff team, attending events and basically making 

my job that bit easier and more pleasurable. I think you are all incredible people with huge hearts and 

your constant dedication, care and commitment is humbling!  I am in constant awe of each and every one 

of you! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carol-Anne Fordyce 

Family Support Co-ordinator 
 

Our very competitive 

Quiz Night! 
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Volunteer Recognition Ceremony—February 2016 
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So, here we are, another year down the line of life in the Home-Start West Lothian house.  Our 

new office has been fantastic in providing a bigger and more central space to allow for events 

such as our Prosecco and Cupcakes evening, Our Pop up Shop and our recent family Open Day 

which brought our Families, Volunteers, Trustees and team all together under the one roof. 

Cameron House has been the perfect setting for us to recruit and train 19 new volunteers over 

3 preparation courses which have all been delivered in house over the last year. 

The volunteers are matched with families as soon as possible after their graduation from the 

preparation course to support the steady stream of families which are referred to us from all 

over West Lothian.  I have had the pleasure of offering support in the form of a volunteer      

befriender to 39 families over the last year.  26 of those families also engaged with our    

monthly family group support. Although I have a substantial waiting list families are engaging 

with our family support group programme which is offered straight-away. 

The families that I have supported  were able to attend our summer outing to East Links Park in 

August in 2015 and many will return for the summer outing to Almond Valley Heritage Centre 

this coming August.   

 

 

 

I submitted my first ever funding application to the Family Holiday Association and was        

successful in securing funds to cover this year’s summer outing.  The Family Holiday            

Association were also kind enough to provide short breaks to 8 of my families – 6 have already 

been to Craig Tara caravan park and had an absolute blast.   

I attend the Whole Family Support Service Screening Group meetings where referrals are        

assessed by a number of partnership services and the appropriate support/service is then     

discussed, agreed and implemented.  

My personal training experience this year has been hectic and has included the completion of a 

‘Train the Trainer’ qualification along with ‘Living Life to the Full’ which we hope to begin         

delivering to our families soon.  This is a programme which can make a big difference to our 

families’ lives. It can help parents manage their feelings when they are stressed, or worried, or 

fearful, to learn new simple practical skills to help them cope with life’s challenges.  The       

programme focuses on how we can challenge and change our thinking and behaviours.  

Networking was also prominent in my agenda this year, I attended numerous events through-

out West Lothian to spread the word about the work we do here and to learn about other local 

services which are available.  I had the pleasure of meeting Dr Suzanne Zeedyk whose studies 

Family Support Co-ordinator’s Report 

Christmas Hamper  

supplies and 

 Easter Eggs 
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are based around Human connection and brain development.  

Dr Suzanne supports the early year framework in Scotland and connected initiatives which aim 

to break negative cycles through early years and effective intervention – similar principles which 

shape Home-Start West Lothian and which drive me on a daily basis. 

I sincerely look forward to the year ahead.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lisa Stark 

Family Support Co-ordinator 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Attachment is about connection. Attachment is about feeling linked 

to our world and to the people who surround us. These connections 

are essential. How we manage these connections impacts on our lives 

– how we deal with closeness and distance, separation and reuniting,    

sharing joy, sadness, empathising and showing understanding. 

Without these connections we suffer, whether as a young child or as 

an adult. As a baby, physiologically we can suffer as these 

connections are essential for brain development. However, as adults 

we suffer without these connections. We suffer stress, anxiety, fear 

and most significantly, loneliness. When we look around our society, 

we see so many broken people, products of their upbringing and their 

experiences. How much of this damage that we see could be traced 

back to their earliest childhood experiences?” 

Dr Suzanne Zeedyk 

Lisa sitting pretty with her Birthday 

Hat on at the Volunteer Recognition 

Ceremony 2016 
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 Group Work Programme 
The time of year is upon us again where we take a moment to reflect on our achievements throughout 

the Family Group programmes. And what an exciting year it has been!! During the last year we have taken 

part in so many wonderful activities with our families. A highlight of our year came in the form of our   

annual Christmas Party!! This year 96 of us descended on The Hive Soft Play in Bathgate for lots of fun, 

games and a special visit from the big guy in the red suit!!   

As always the beginning of our year started off with planning sessions across all groups to hear our    

parents’ views on the programmes. Their feedback led us to plan our year according to families’ needs.. 

Throughout the year we engaged in some truly wonderful activities. 

In March our focus was on healthy eating. We were granted £500 from Scotmid Co-operative to spend on 

healthy eating packs for our families. This support allowed us to deliver sessions based around the      

importance of eating a balanced diet, shop bought food vs. homemade food and the importance of     

involving your children in the preparation and cooking of meals. We were also able to put together 

healthy eating packs.  A huge thank you to the co-op for their contribution to this session!!    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another highlight of our year was our visit to The Almond Valley Heritage Centre. Everyone had an    

amazing time looking at the animals and playing!! Even some of our parents were caught in the act, and 

were more competitive than the children, having a shot on the go-karts!!!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We had an exciting end to our year when we took a train and tram ride into Edinburgh for a picnic in 

Princes Street Gardens. The sun made an appearance for every trip which made it all the better! For some 

of the children it was their first train ride and for many it was the first time on a tram!! 
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We have continued to work with services that have helped us to deliver a variety of sessions throughout 

the year. A big thanks has to be shared with Broxburn Family Centre, Deans Community High School, 

Daisy-Drop In, Blackburn Family Centre, Health Improvement Team, Adult Basic Education, The Almond 

Valley Heritage Centre, The Hive Soft Play, Kirkton Park, Book Trust and Tracey from Tesco’s Community 

Champion. We are looking forward to working with Forestbank, a new venue for us, for our families living 

in the east of Livingston. We are also looking forward to working with ROSPA (Royal Society of the       

Prevention of Accidents) and Child Smile. Finally we would like to say a big thank you to County Cabs. We 

have been using their services to transport our families to and from our Family Group Sessions. 

 

We will also be working closely with Capability Scotland who will be helping us to support our families 

with additional needs. Conditions such as visual impairments and dyslexia are going to be supported 

through the use of coloured paper, staff training, large font materials, and audio recordings. 

 

Another new feature is our “Wow Moments”. This is a way for our families to share 

positive news either with the children or for themselves. These moments are logged 

in order to track families progress and to look back and reflect on the year. We have 

all found the process quite powerful. The outcome so far has been  incredibly     

positive: we have seen our families grow in strength , character and  confidence.  

 

We look forward to exciting new ventures for the year ahead!!  

 

 

 

 

 

  Emily Hutchison & Lesley Cook 

Family Support Group Workers 

Our Trustees 

Louise Taylor Tom Mitchell Bill Keddie Margaret SchÖnberger 

Liz Clow Diane Cooper Vanessa Rhazali Stella Leitch 
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Donations 

&  

Fundraising 

£900 for our Family Christmas Party 

£210 from Councillor Alex 

Davidson’s Disbursement Fund 

which allowed us to purchase 

our Annual pass to Mill Farm 

Livingston Round Table £600—    

To Provide Festive Food Hampers 

to our Families  

Emma Raised £144 by completing 

a Tougher Mudder!! Well done 

Emma  

We raised £316 bag packing at 

Morrisons at Carmondean—

Thank you  Morrisons and all 

their generous customers  - 

Morrisons also provided food 

Hampers to 21 Families 

£500  - £100 in cash and £400 in 

voucher towards Group Work—

Healthy eating packs , ingredients 

and to provide fresh healthy 

snacks at all the groups Received £500 from Bank of 

Scotland via Employee matched 

volunteering hours  thanks to our 

Volunteer Lesley 

£50 received from Brodies to 

support our Family Activities 
£51.50 received from Louise 

Frame School of Dance and thank 

you for attending our Open Day 

and showing us some moves!!  

St Andrews RC Church—£56.55 

 proceeds from one of their Coffee Mornings 

£212.50 received from Improvement Service to support 

our Family Activities  
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£246 Raised from  

our Clairvoyant Night 

£561.22 raised at our  

Pre-Loved Opening Event  

June 2015 

£417- Raised by Bathgate Academy     

Pupils Jennifer Houston and Jade Walker 

by creating and selling Beef Burgers with 

Stoddarts of Broxburn  - Yummy!! 

£200 raised by James 

Fordyce by running an Half 

Marathon  - Well done James 

Tesco in Bathgate donated items to allow 

us to provide baby starter packs to some 

of our families—Thanks Tracy! 

Donations of tinned, dried package food and frozen 

meat for our Family  Festive Food Hampers from—

Stoddarts of Broxburn , Bestways and Food Options  

 Thanks to  Brandon, a local boy, aged 13, 

who decided to donate gifts to us  to give to 

families who need a wee bit extra support at 

Christmas time. His gifts were distributed 

to various families  

BT Gyle and Livingston donated 

Xmas Gift Boxes—which were 

distributed to various families 

Supported by River Kids 

who donated Easter Eggs 

and also distributed 

Xmas Pressies to our 

families via their Toy 

Appeal 

Our Office Christmas Tree—

donated by Hopetoun Estates 

Absolutely thrilled to be 

supported by Vince Moore 

at Simple who not only 

provided a service second 

to none but has also 

pledged his support of 

young families in West 

Lothian by gifting £2700 

in support of our family 

activities this year. 
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Back in late 2015, we successfully applied to the Big Lottery Fund programme, Investing in 

Ideas, for support to research our ‘Changing Lives Positively’ project. 

Our vision is to expand Home-Start West Lothian by developing a Social Enterprise              

Employability/Training Programme, comprising a unique Charity Shop and offering accredited 

training qualifications for individuals in West Lothian looking to gain employment skills and            

experience in retail industry.   

The overall aim is to continue to support Home-Start families who no longer require the    

support of a home-visiting Volunteer but require further support, to move on to secure     

training and hands on experience towards potential employment opportunities or further    

education.   

We first embarked on consultation with other third-sector organisations whom we deal with to 

gauge their support and whether the service is needed.  We had an amazing response from 

them and all were in support.  Thank you to all who assisted.   

Of course, our families are key to this, so we carried out a survey of the families we were    

supporting in March 2016 to find out: 

 1) if working in the future was something they would like to do and  

2) if they thought a training program developed by Home-Start would help them into          

employment.   

The responses were very positive and we received an 80% return.  This survey allowed us to 

demonstrate the barriers and support that our families encounter and would need support 

with. 

We have carried out scoping exercises on existing charity shops, possible charity shop        

locations, training available and possible partnerships. 

We have received support from Community Enterprise / Just Enterprise on the different      

processes of the project to ensure that the core work is not  affected by the  project but     

enhanced by it. 

We are now working on the financial side of the project to investigate associated costs along 

with supply chain processes, marketing and awareness, and day to day operational planning. 

Research and data are coming together and we aim to take the project to the next stage of   

implementation in the coming months.  

If you would like further information on the project or feel you may have skills pertinent to 

the operation of the Charity Shop (marketing; window dressing; contacts within the retail    

industry), please get in touch via socialenterprise@homestartwl.org.uk or speak with a    

member of the staff team. 

 

Cheryl Logan 

Project Researcher 
  

 

‘Changing Lives Positively’ Project 

Glamorous Cheryl with  

her pink feather boa  

Volunteer Recognition 

 Ceremony 2016 

mailto:socialenterprise@homestartwl.org.uk
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Family Christmas Party - Hive Soft Play December 2015 

Supported by Forth One—Cash for Kids 
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Our Facts & Figures 
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Our Open Day @ Cameron House— 28 May 2016 
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East Links Family Summer Outing—August 2015 

Supported by  

RS Macdonald  

Charitable Trust 
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Volunteer Quotes 

Quotes taken from our Annual Volunteer Evaluations 2016 

“Seeing both the young person and the parent benefiting from my input in terms of       

bedtime routines and seeing their relationship becoming more positive.” 

“In the months I have visited my family the two youngest have become more confident in 

sums and reading.” 

“Seeing a family progress and became able to cope better with their situation whatever it    

maybe.” 

“Knowing that I have helped the family even in a small way.” 

“Mum’s improved self-esteem, seeing kids develop, getting mum out and about.” 

“Seeing someone gaining some confidence in their everyday life.  Giving mum someone to 

talk to.” 

“Seeing the parent/child relationship improve.  It is also very rewarding when the parents 

will share with you their honest feelings.  I encourage my parents to look at even the  

smallest change as being important and I feel that they respond well to my open and    

honest approach.” 

“Family looking forward to visits, feeling I have achieved something, making a difference     

however small.” 

“How much the children enjoy swimming – they are strong wee swimmers and have such 

fun – such a great life skill.” 

“Being able to go in and help the parent and knowing that they appreciate me being there 

for supporting them.” 

“To have the trust of the family.  To see progression taking place and family moving       

forward.” 

“Getting a positive reaction about what we do.” 

“To see a turnaround at the end and to see that I have helped and encouraged someone.” 

“Hands on interactive visits both in the home and when out walking/going to park etc.  I 

look forward to visits and feel my family look forward to me visiting.” 

“At this time I do not feel I need any additional training, however it is good to have the  

support of Home-Start should I need it, there is always someone to ask advice.” 

“I am asked regularly after my visits by Carol-Anne on how it’s going.  Also my opinion is      

valued in terms of my feelings around the family and the support they need.  My comments 

are taken on Board.” 

“Excellent support is available from every member of the Home-Start team.” 

“The support staff are always available should we need it and do keep regular contact, we 

are not on our own which is very comforting.” 

“Excellent support and supervision, very approachable co-ordinator and team in the office.” 

“Keep up excellent work, very rewarding volunteer role.” 
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Our funders: West Lothian Council; Big Lottery; BBC Children In Need; Lloyds TSB  Foundation 

for Scotland; Edinburgh & Lothians Health Foundation, Early Years Early Intervention Fund, The 

Robertson Trust, R S MacDonald Charitable Trust, Gannochy Trust, Cattanach Charitable Trust, 

Garfield Weston, Foundation Scotland, The Moffat Trust, The Maple Trust, Health Improvement 

Team, Souter Charitable Trust, Bank of Scotland Foundation, British Telecom, Turcan Connell, 

Tesco, Morrisons, Asda Foundation and Standard Life 

Home-Start UK 

Brian Maloney and Ann our Independent Examiners 

Sharon Houston Link Officer with West Lothian Council 

Jonathan Mendoza Funding Officer with Big Lottery 

Paula Huddart Group Manager—Early Years Early Intervention Services 

Forestbank Community Centre 

Diane Mitchell Business Partnership Centre Head—West Lothian College 

Stoddarts of Broxburn, Bestways and Food Options 

Staff at Broxburn Family Centre, Blackburn Family Centre, Daisy Drop In and Deans Community 

High School 

Everyone who has:  Supported our ongoing development 

     Made a referral for support  

     Made a financial contribution  

     Helped with the Preparation Courses and on-going Training 

     Supported our Social Enterprise Initiative 

 

 

A very special heart-felt THANK YOU to our   

Volunteers for their continued hard work,      

enthusiasm and commitment. 

Success in Best Value 

Thanks To... 
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HOME-START 

WEST LOTHIAN 

  

Cameron House 

13a Fairbairn Road, Livingston 

West Lothian, EH54 6TS 

Telephone: 01506 415 755 

 

E-mail: admin@homestartwl.org.uk 

Website: www.homestartwl.org.uk  

 

  

  

 

  

Manager: Shelley Bowman 

Family Support Co-ordinator: Carol-Anne Fordyce 

Family Support Co-ordinator: Lisa Stark 

Senior Administrator: Gillian Stewart 

Administrative Assistant: Jessica Bowman 

Project Researcher: Cheryl Logan 

Family Support Group Worker: Lesley Cook 

Family Support Group Worker: Emily Hutchison 

  


